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(New Directions Paperbook): 

0 of 0 review helpful Henry s brilliant and any given page of the Air Conditioned nightmare By Stephen Maurer Kash 
Henry s brilliant and any given page of the Air Conditioned nightmare might be brilliant funny insightful etc Overall 
the book was entertaining but Henry rambled on a lot and maybe too much about his trip across America which is both 
his great strength and weakness 0 of 0 review helpful His stories and essays celebrate those rare individuals famous 
and obscure whose creative resilience and mere existence oppose the mechanization of minds and souls In 1939 after 
ten years as an expatriate Henry Miller returned to the United States with a keen desire to see what his native land was 
really like to get to the roots of the American nature and experience He set out on a journey that was to last three years 
visiting many sectio ldquo Henry Miller is the nearest thing to C eacute line America has produced He aims not at the 
ears brains or consciences but at the viscera and solar nbsp plexus rdquo New Leader About 
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